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A STUDY OF Na(4d) + Na(3s) INELASTIC COLLISIONS
A. Ekers
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In the Na 4d state, the J=5/2 component was selectively excited, and a population of 5S1/2 was
observed. The solution of balance equations showed that the cross-section for the excitation
transfer process Na(4d) + Na(3s) .• Na(5s) + Na(3s) is about 1O-15cm2. The presented treatment
of balance equations allowed to determine ET cross-sections for both the 4d J=3/2 and J=5/2
components, relatively to 4d fine structure mixing cross-sections, even when only one J
component was directly excited and when fluorescence from this level could not be detected.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, it was shown [1] that the excitation tran;;fer
(E1) process between rubidium atomic 7s and 5d states E, cm'l
proceeds at a relatively large cross-section (0' =
8xlO-1S cm2). Alkali sand d states are not directly
connected with the ground state by electric dipole tran-
sitions. Therefore, the well known dipole-dipole inter-
action can be neglected in processes of this kind, and
other interactions must exist which are able to provide 3()()()()
high efficiency of the ET. This suggested to investigate
other alkali atoms.
In the present work, ET between the sodium atomic 4d
and 5s states was studied: zoooo
(1) ioooo
In 4d state, only theJ=5/2 component was selectively
excited, using single frequency ring dye laser radiation
on transition 3P3f2 •• 4dSf2 (cf. Fig. 1). The 3p state
population was achieved by non-resonant collision
induced absorption of photons of the same wavelength:
Na(3s1l2) + Na(3s1rz) + hv •• Na(3P1l2,3rz) + Na(3s1rz).
(2)
o 3s1J2
Fig. I. Partial term diagram of a sodium atom, showing the exciting
laser at Aa.: = 568.8 om (thick arrowlines) and the detected LIF
transitions (thin arrowtines). The tine structure of the 4d state is
shown magnified (in a circle), together with the corresponding mixing
cross-sections or. and a'r..
Such a method of excitation has, for instance, been
applied to achieve 6d state in caesium [2].
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2. EXPERIMENT
The experiment was carried out in sodium vapour fol-
lowing the typical scheme for laser-induced fluores-
cence (LIP) experiments. The sodium vapour was con-
tained in an alkali resistant glass cell with a sapphire
window for laser beam entry. The vapour temperature
varied between 280 and 340 °c, and the concentration
No of sodium ground state atoms was calculated from
the vapour pressure [3]. Na atoms were excited by an
unfocused beam (0 •• 2 mm) of a single frequency cw
ring dye laser (Coherent Radiation, model CR-699),
with Rh6G dye and about 250 mW of output power.
The LIP spectra were recorded with a monochromator
(Carl Zeiss, model GDMl000), a photomultiplier tube
(FEU-51) and a lock-in amplifier (home built).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fluorescence was detected on 5s1f2 .• 3PU2;3f2 and
4d3f2 .• 3P1f2 transitions, and it was observable only
when the laser radiation was in resonance with the
3P3f2 .• 4dSf2 transition. Hence, Na 5sw state was not
excited in the energy pooling process [4]:
Na(3p) + Na(3p) .• Na(5s) + Na(3s).
In fact, it was not possible to detect fluorescence from
the laser excited 4dSf2 level, since the 4dSf2 - 3P3f2 tran-
sition overlaps with scattered laser light, but 4dSf2 -
4P3f2 is infrared, which was beyond the sensitivity of the
photomultiplier." ,
There are two possibilities for populating the 5sw
state. One is direct ET from 4d to 5s state (1), since
there is a crossing of diabatic terms of 4d+3s and 5s+3s
configurations located at ca 11.5 a.u. [5]. Another pos-
Sibility is ET from 4d to 5p with subsequent radiational
transition to 5s:
Na(4d) + Na(3s) - Na(5p) + Na(3s) +
+ 6£(-494 cml], (4)
Na(5p) - Na(5s) + hv (A =1.36 xl f1's-I). (5)
In the first case, neglecting ET between 4d and 4[states,
the process can be described by the following system of
balance equations (steady state conditions assumed):
. 1
[4d3nJ = 0 = [4dsnJNlPftv - [4dJn.l{01 +~ ft+ TJlO)'
(6.2)
Here, 01 and 02 are the cross sections for ET 4d3f2-
5s1f2 and 4dSf2 - 5swrespectively; v is the mean
velocity; No is the density of ground state atoms; ora
and 0' ra are the cross-sections for the [me structure
mixing of 4d state in collisions with ground state Na
atoms; Tss' T4d are the lifetimes of 5s and 4d states. The
square brackets denote the populations of the respec-
tive state. By expressing [4dsnJ from (6.2) and substitut-
ing it into (6.1), one can obtain
[5s1nJ { [Ol~) } 02 TS5mI = 01 + 02 - + Ts:;v·No + ---. (7)
l~3f2J oft oft oft T4d
Multiplying and dividing both sides. of eq. (7). by tran-
sition probabilities A(3s-5s) and A(4d3f2-3PUz}' we
finally obtain
(8)
where
a = A(~~ = ~~tV Ts:;V {01 + 02(:~ + ::)}; (8')
b = A(5s - 3p) Ts:; °2 (8")
A(4d3f2 - 3P1tV T4d oft .
(3) Here, n are the ~uantum fluxes of corresponding tran-
sitions lcm-3xs- ], which were measured relatively in
the experiment that accounted for the spectral sen-
sitivity of the detection system. The values for the
lifetimes and the spontaneous transili0l:!; probabilities
can be found in [6]. .
The experimental 1J dependence on sodium atom
ground state concentration No is shown in Fig. 2. At
extrapolation No - 0, 1J has a small value which cor-
responds to b in eq. (8). This residual.value appears
since fluorescence from the collision excited 4d3f2 level
was measured instead of the signal from the laser ex-
cited 4dSf2 (fluorescence on the 4dSf2 - 3P3f2 transition
overlaps with scattered laser light).
Both parameters a and b of eq. (8) can be extracted
from the experimental 'l(No) dependence (see Fig. 2).
Substitution of a and b into (8') and (8") gives the cross-
sections for the ET process (1), relative to fine struc-
ture mixing cross-sections ora and 0' ra of the 4d state:
01 = 5.04 X 1O-lScm2 - 0.0780' Cs'
02 = 0.0850Cs•
Thus, the cross-sections 01 and 02 can be expressed by
4d state fine structure mixing cross-sections. Unfor-
tunately, values ora and 0' ra were not found in the ex-
isting literature, but for the lowest alkali d states they
usually are in the range of 1O-14cm2. One can see that
01 and 02 are of an order of 1O-lScm2. Consideration
of the ET between 4d and 4[ states in balance equations
(6.1) and (6.2) does not influence the value of 02; it
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the ratio of
5s1l2-3pl12.Jl2 to 4d3f2-+3pll2 quantum
nUXC5 (i.e., .,) on the density No of
ground state Na atoms.
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can only bring an additional error (maximally about
30%) in the value of 0'1'
It ET goes through the 5p state (i.e., processes (4) and
(5», the solution of the balance equations gives O'p2 =
0.19o"fs for the cross-section of ET from 4d5f2 to 5p
(without distinguishing the fine structure of 5p). It
seems unlikely that the cross-section can be so high for
an endoergic process (4). Nevertheless, to decide un-
ambiguously whether process (1) or process (4) + (5)
leads to the population of 5sw. state will be possible
only after experimentation with IR detection on 5p-4s
transition.
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Abstract
The cross section a - (8 ± 4) x 10-" em' wu determined for the
Rb(7S) + Rb(5S) --+ Rb(SD) + Rb(SS) excitation energy tranafer precess,
and the quenching cross scction lJ. = (2 ± I) x 10 - •• em' for the Rb(SD)
state in collisions with ground state Rb atoms. Applying rubidium quasi-
molccular uymptotic polential curve. al relatively large internuclear
distances, a qualitative interpretation of the experimental resulll il
presented It is shown that the quenching of the Rb(SD) atom. in
collisions may be explained by a reversed energy pooling process
Rb(SD) + Rb(SS) --+ Rb(SP) + Rb(SP).
1. lotroductioo
In collision physics a great interest has always been paid to
energy transfer (ET) processes proceeding at relatively large
cross sections between levels, which are not directly con-
nected with the atomic ground states by electric dipole tran-
sitions. In the present work the following ET process was
studied:
Rb(7St/l) + Rb(5SI/l) -+ Rb(5D3/1• "1)
+ Rb(5SI/l) + ~E( + 607 cm - J)
Since the optical electric dipole transition 5S -+ 75 in rubid-
ium is forbidden, the 7S level had to be excited by means of
the following process (cf. Fig. 1):
Rb(551/1) + Rb(5St/2) + hv --+Rb(5P3/2) + Rb(5SI/2), (2)
Rb(5P 3/1) + hv --+Rb(751/2). (3)
In process (2) the resonance state Rb(5P 3/2) of rubidium was
populated by collision-induced laser excitation. The corre-
sponding cross section in the vicinity of the resonance tran-
sition could reach a high value (The calculated rate constant
of the process (2) ex is about 10- 37em' [1]). The second
photon of equal energy excited rubidium atoms from the
state Rb(5P 3/2) to R b(75) in the step process (3). This
method of excitation has, for instance, been applied for
reaching the 6D state in caesium [2]. It is important to note
that fluorescence from the 75 and 50 levels could exist only
in the cases when the laser wavelength in processes (2) and
(3) was at resonance with the 5P 3/2-+ 75112 transition. This
indicated that the Rb 5D state was not excited in the energy
pooling process (3):
Rb(5P3/1) + Rb(5P3/2) -+ Rb(5D3/2. '/1)
+ Rb(5SI/1) +M( - 68 em -I),
which might act as a competing mechanism to process (1).
2. Experiment aDd results
The experiment was carried out in rubidium vapour follow-
ing the typical scheme for laser-induced fluorescence experi-
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(1)
ments (LIF). The rubidium vapour was contained in an
alkali resistant glass celJ with a sapphire window. The tem-
perature range in our experiment was 240 - 300 "C. Rb
atoms were excited by a cw ring dye laser (Coherent Radi-
ation, model CR-699) with Pyridine-2 dye and with about
160 mW of output power. The laser beam was focused (ca.
0.3 mm dial into the rubidium cell. The LIF spectra were
recorded by means of a monochromator (Jobin Yvon,
model HR-lOO), a photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu, model
R943-02) and a lock-in amplifier. (Princeton Appl. Research,
model HR-8). .
Under steady-state conditions of excitation the balance
equation for the excitation of Rb(5DJ) is as follows:
[50] = 0 = [7S]N 0 uv - [50]T - I - [50]N 0 uq v. (5)
Here, U is the cross section of the ET colJisional process (1),
v is the mean relative velocity of the colliding atoms; Uq is
the cross section of Rb(50) quenching by ground state
rubidium atoms, No is the rubidium concentration;
T = 250 ns [4] (the radiative lifetime of 50 state). The square
brackets in eq. (5) denote the population of the respective
state. In eq. (5) the quenching of the 50 state only by rubid-
ium atoms is considered. In our experiments the concentra-
tion of rubidium atoms was around No:::;;: 1.3 x 1016 cm - 3,
E, cm "
72~/2
r-- L1E = 0.075 eV
t25000
20000
15000
52P1l2
10000
6E :0.085 eV
(4)
5000
o 5 2~12
Fig. I. Partial term diagram or the rubidium atom.
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which corresponds to densities of rubidium molecules
[Rb2] ~ 7.5 X 1013em - 3. At such relatively low Rb2 con-
centrations, as compared to Rb atom concentrations, one
might neglect quenching of Rb(5D) by Rb2 molecules. This
was also suggested by Sasso et al. [5] in caesium experi-
ments, which showed that quenching of Cs(50) in collisions
with ground state atoms dominates over quenching by colli-
sions with caesium dimers. The expression (5) can be trans-
formed to the following way:
_ n(5DJ -+ 5PI/2) _ ~ 17
" - n(7SI/2 -+ SP1/2) - A' (No Vt)-I + uq'
where n are the quantum fluxes of the corresponding tran-
sitions [ern - 3 X S -I], which were measured relatively in
the experiment accounting for the spectral sensitivity of
the detection system. The transition probabilities
A.= 25 x 106s-1 and A' = 2.0 X 106s-1 [4], correspond
to SO -+ SP and 7SI/2 -+ 5PI/2 transitions. The experimental
value for" in dependence on ground state Rb atom concen-
tration No is shown in Fig. 2.
ET and quenching cross sections were determined by
adjusting the parameters 17 and uq in eq. (6) for optimum fit
to the experimental data ,,(N 0) (The solid line is a fitted
curve in Fig. 2). The following values were obtained:
17 = 8 x 10-I'cm2 and uq = 2 x 1O-'4cm2. The estimated
accuracy of the results is ± 50%, as obtained from statistical
treatment of experimental points, which includes the fitting
uncertainty and systematic errors. The concentration of
rubidium ground state atoms was calculated from the
vapour pressure obtained by using the Nesmayanov
formula [6].
The total 17 and uq values obtained correspond to the
energy transfer and quenching of both fine structure com-
ponents J = 3/2, 5/2 of the Rb atom SO J state. The cross
sections of collisional transitions between both components
are ura(S/2 -+ 3/2) = 2.9 x 10-14 cm2 and 17;,(3/2 -+ 5/2) =
4.4 x 10-14 cm2 [7]. At the given experimental Rb atom
concentrations (No = 3 x 101' - 1.3 x 1016cm-13) the col-
lisional mixing between SO J = 3/2 and J = 5/2 components
takes place considerably faster than radiative relaxation of
'1
0.4
0.3
02
0.1
0.0
o 2 6 6
No. 10' """.,
Fill· 2. Dependence of the ratio of SD -+ SP and 18 -+ SP lIuorClCCncc
inlcnailic. [i.e., II) on denaly or grouad-state Rb aloDU N.: 0 - experiment;
solid line - best iii of eq, (6), whicb correspond 10 rs - 8 x 10 - I' cm1 and
rs. = 2 x 10-I·cm1.
4 10 12 14
the 503/2. '/2 state. After the determination of the cross sec-
tions of each fine-structure component separately, their ratio
was found to be' consistent with 'the statitical weights
(u(O,/2)/u(D3/2) ~ 1.5).
We also estimated that the cross section of the endo-
thermic process reverse to (I), namely
Rb(SDJ) + Rb(SSI/2) -+ Rb(7SI/2)
+ Rb(5SI/2) + dE( - 607 em -I) (7)
(6)
is of an order or 10-16 em", This is considerably less than
the cross section of the SO state quenching uq =
2 x 10- 14em", This indicates that the process (7) does not
constitute the dominating mechanism in the quenching of
the SO state.
3. DiscWision and conclusion
The large cross sections obtained in the present work lead
to the conclusion that, in the processes discussed, ET takes
place at relatively large internuclear distances. Barbier and
Cheret [3] found the potential curves of the rubidium quasi
molecule for the SO-SS and sp-sp configurations in
asymptotic approximation at the values of R - 20-55 a.u.
Using the results obtained by Bezuglov et al. [8] the behav-
iour of the 7S-SS configuration potential curves were esti-
mated. At internuclear distances R ~ 54 - 56 a.u. the 0.+
terms or the 7S-SS and SD--SS configurations show avoided
crossing with the 0; term of the Rb +Rb - molecular ion (d.
Fig. 3, region I). As a result of the interaction of the states
the energy transfer may take place from the 7S to the SO
state, and between the components J = 3/2 and J = 5/2 of
the SO state. At internuclear distance R ~ IS a.u. another
non-adiabatic region is situated (Fig. 3, region 11),where we
get a quasi-crossing between the 0.+ terms of the 7S-SS and
SD--SS configurations. As a result of radial motion of the
nuclei non-adiabatic transitions may be induced between
the 0.+ terms of equal symmetry (dO = 0), which may lead
to energy transfer to the SO J = 5/2 state.
Discussing the quenching of the SO state we have
neglected the quenching resulting from the process (7) and
collisions with Rb2 molecules. So there remains only One
quenching process with an energy defect below 1000 em - I,.
which may be responsible for quenching of the SO state.
This is, a reversed energy pooling process
Rb(SDJ) + Rb(SSI/2) -+ Rb(SP3/2)
+ Rb(SP3/2) + dE( +68 em - I). (8)
A process of this type has been observed by Yabuzaki et al.
[2] in cesium. If the process (8) is the only one which deter-
mines the quenching of the SO state, then, according to the
detailed balancing principle, the cross section of the direct
energy pooling process (4) U.,p = 2.1 x 10- 14cm2 was found
from uq = 2 X 1O-14cm2• This is in fair agreement with
results obtained by Barbier and Cheret [3] for the same
energy pooling process (4): u.,p = 1 x 1O-14cm2
(theoretical) and UBP = 3 x 10- 14cm2 (experimental). This
provides us with su.lJicient reason to consider that the quen-
ching of the Rb SO state is connected with non-adiabatic
• The cncrn defects AE Ior the energy transfer [rom SD 10 the next Dearest
4F and 6P levels arc 1088 em - I and + 1911 em - I, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Principal asymptotic potential curves of Rb2 quasi-molecule in
terms of Hund's (e) coupling. For clarity, 0.' terms are displayed only. The
location of the avoided crossing II is estimated without considering disper-
sion interaction.
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transitions between terms of equal symmetry of the D-S
and P-P configurations (cf. Fig. 3, region Ill). Transitions
between the above terms have been analysed in [3, 8]. The
present paper olTers a qualitative description of the possible
processes. A calculation of the potential curves will provide
a theoretical determination of the contribution of each non-
adiabatic region to the resulting transition probability of
ET. This work is in progress at present.
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Abstract
The results of an experimental study of population dynamics following excitation or 62/h 232
and 82S)l2 states or rubidium are reported. Excitation transfer and quenching cross sections in
collisions with ground state rubidium atoms, and natural lifetimes have been measured. The
experiment was performed in a vapour cell, using pulsed two-photon excitation and photon
counting detection. The analysis of time dependent signals was based 011 a rate equation
model in which transitions induced by thermal radiation have been accounted for The
measurements yielded following results (I) 62/) state .I-mixing cross section a ~,I:. R;' >/;!.I, 1=
9.2(2. I)x 10-14cm2; (2) cross sections for 82S-K}1J excitation transfer process: Rb "Rbass ,Iill =
3.4(1.2)xI0-14cm2; (3) quenching cross sections RbRb 128( .....4)10.142aq.8S = . j. x cm , a Rh Rb =q.6/)',2
PACS: 34.50 Fa, 32.70.Cs, 3250+d
Introduction
The purpose of the present work has been to study the 82Sli2 and 62/)) states of Rb
atoms with respect to the population/depopulation processes such as radiative decay and
collisions which result in quenching and in excitation transfer between the states concerned
Total collisional quenching cross sections for the rubidium 2S and -» states as well as
J-mixing (nll -)."IJ' transition) cross sections for 2D states have recently been discussed in a
review [1], where results of theoretical approaches to describe various collisional processes
are confronted with experimental data. Existing theoretical treatments based on the quasi free
electron model explain the If-dependence of quenching cross sections for high II values.
However, most of the measurements have been performed for states with relatively low 11-
values, for which such model does not hold. In the absence of theoretical data many authors
compare experimental J-mixing and quenching cross sections with geometrical ones.
Collisional excitation transfer (ET) processes other than the quasielastic fine structure
mixing have also been studied extensively during the last 30 years. Much effort has been
devoted to understanding the so called energy pooling (EP) in alkalis, in which the excitation
energy of two colliding resonance atoms is transferred to higher excited states:
X*ep) -I X*ep) ---+ X**(,,2f)1 Xe.\), (I)
and to ET in heteronuclear collisions, in which the excitation is transferred from one type of
atom to another. The most recent studies in this field concern m, and velocity selective EP
cross sections in sodium [2], J selective measurements of EP in caesium combined with
thorough rate equation analysis with respect to various factors (e.g., radiation trapping, optical
pumping etc.), which may influence the experimentally measured values of the cross sections
[3,4], and ET involving heteronuclear collision partners [5,6]. The common feature of the
above mentioned processes is that the colliding particles in entrance and exit channels are
connected with their ground states or with each other by electric dipole transitions, and the ET
is determined mainly by the dipole-dipole interaction [7,8,9, 10], although it has been noted
[2]. that higher terms of multi pole expansion may also be of importance.
The situation becomes different when one considers ET between the atomic 2Sand 21)
states (hereafter referred to as S-D transfers, in processes of the type
X*eS) + XeS) ~ X*CD) + XeS), (2)
where atoms in neither channel possess dipole coupling. One may expect that in this case the
ET will be weak as determined by an interaction other than the dipole-dipole.
To our knowledge only a few experiments have been conducted on S-D transfer. A
very high cross section (O"gS--c>6D= 6. 7x IO-l3cm2) had been reported in [11] for the S-D transfer
process
Rb(82S) + Rb(52S) ~ Rb(62D) + Rb(52S) + t1E=+ 358cm-l. (3)
2
Yet another study considers ET between the 72Sand 52 J) states of rubidium [12], and the
measured experimental cross section a;~~.w= 8x I0-15cm2 was in reasonable agreement with
the theoretical value a;l~ )~[)= 5.0xI0-15cm2 [13] It should be noted, however, that in this
case the rather high value of the S-D transfer cross section was caused by the dipole-dipole
interaction due to near lying 52p+52p configuration, which introduced strong dipole coupling
between the initial 72S+52S and final 52/)+52S configurations of colliding atoms [13].
in sodium ET from 42J) to 52S state was observed, and the corresponding cross section
was determined to be of the order of 10-15cm2 [14]. In that case one may also expect a strong
influence of the 32p+32p configuration, which lies between the 42/)+32S and 52S+32S
configurations.
For process (3), the influence of the 52p+52p configuration can be neglected, since it is
located more than 3000 cm-I below the initial and final configurations. The surprisingly high
a8S .6/» reported in [I I], exceeds by a factor of four the value of the geometrical cross
section for 82S Also the fact that in another study [15] the very same cross section was
reported to be 6.1 x 10-14cm2, which is an order of magnitude smaller than that obtained in
[II], suggested that process (3) has to be reconsidered.
The natural lifetimes of excited states of atoms were extensively measured over
several decades with continuously increasing precision due to technical development, as well
as increasing awareness of side-effects influencing the measured values. Procedures have
been developed to account for distorting phenomena such as magnetic field and/or
polarisation effects, thermal escape, and the presence of blackbody radiation (BBR) (see, e.g.,
[16,17]).
A cornpi lation of a vast nu rnber of experi mental li fetimes for alkali atoms is contai ned
in the paper by Theodosiou [18], who presents results of calculations for ,?SII2, ,?pj, ,?Dj and
/12F, alkali states with /1~21, and compares these lifetimes to the values measured by various
authors and those calculated elsewhere. Theodosiou [18] and similarly Hansen [19] used a
three term model potential The first term, which is of different form in the two papers,
represented the single-electron central field due to the nucleus and the core electrons, the
second term accounted for core polarisation and the third for spin-orbit interaction. He et al.
[20] used another simple model potential experienced by the valence electron The agreement
between theoretical and experimental lifetimes varies from state to state, which on the side of
the experiment may be a consequence of neglecting one or another of above mentioned side
effects affecting the measured values.
3
2 Experimental set-up and procedure
The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. I. A Pyrex glass cell containing metallic
rubidium was placed in a thermostabilised two-chamber oven, and the temperature of its
upper part 7~ was varied between 75 and 125°C. The temperature of the lower part of the cell
was kept SoC below the temperature of the main oven body. The resulting atomic number
density MUl ranged from 5.5x lOll to 1.5x 1013cm-3 NHh was calculated by treating Rb vapour
in the upper part of the cell as an ideal gas at a temperature J~ and at a pressure determined by
the temperature of the lower (colder) part with a droplet of Rb. Temperature-vapour pressure
relation from [21] was used. The cell was surrounded with a two-fold shield to screen the
Earth's and stray magnetic fields Two photon excitation on either 52SI12~82SI!2,
52 S1/2~62 lh2 or 52S, 12----"621)512 transitions was achieved by using radiation of an excimer laser
pumped dye laser (Lumonics EX-520, HD-500, pyridine-I dye, pulses of ca 7 ns duration,
spectral width of ca 3 GHz) The linearly polarised laser beam was sent through the cell. The
fluorescence was observed at right angles. A two lens optical system imaged the fluorescence
region onto the horizontal slit of a monochromator (Carl Zeiss Jena SPM2, 1.5 mm slit, 6 nm
spectral resolution). The fluorescence signals were detected with a cooled photomultiplier
(Hamamatsu R943-02), and a multichannel scaler (EG&G PAR 914P, 5 ns channel width) In
order to avoid polarisation effects, a properly oriented polarisation plane rotator in the laser
beam path (54.7° from vertical orientation) and a vertically oriented polariser in the
fluorescence path were used to provide the magic angle configuration. The fluorescence
signals were monitored on 82S1 12----,,52PI 12, 62[)5/2~52PlI2, and 62DlI2~52P1/2 transitions
(607.1, 629.8, and 620.6nm respectively). Background signals were also registered (see sect
4.1). Relative spectral sensitivity of the detection system was determined for the detected
wavelengths by using a calibrated tungsten ribbon lamp. Strong fluorescence signals were
attenuated by neutral density f lters to assure detector Iinearity.
Besides the time resolved signals at certain fluorescence lines, also emission spectra
were registered with a photon counter, by using a wide open time-gate and tuning the
monochromator output wavelength to the vicinity of fluorescence lines of interest The aim
was to gather more information about spectral resolution and the origin of backgrounds. The
spectra were taken with laser in resonance as well as detuned from the transitions
4
3 Rate equations
3.1 J-mixing
Since the 62D3I2 and 62D5/2 levels are situated very close to each other (2.26 cm "), the
.I-mixing process can be treated in a framework of a quasi two-level system. The collisional
ET rate from state Ii) out of a two-level system, K;OUI, is included in the excited state total
decay rate [j,
r = F.••<1 + K .OUI + J(
I , , 1-4» , (4)
where r;n<1 denotes the radiative decay rate and Ri.; is the rate for ET from I i) to I j) .
The thermally averaged cross sections O"i->/ considered in this paper are related to the
relevant rates Hi , I as
R,_,j = O",_,>,Nv, (5)
where N is the number density of perturbing atoms, v = ~8kJ;, ilrlJ is the mean relative
velocity of the colliding partners, IJ is their reduced mass, and k - the Boltzmann constant.
At the relatively low densities of our experiment, which result in ET rates much
smaller than the radiative decay rates, one can neglect the effects due to multiple collisions
Since the duration of the laser pulse was much smaller than the radiative lifetimes of the
considered states, no deconvolution is necessary. In a two level system, the equations
describing the evolution of population in the laser excited level 12) and the collisionally
excited level II) are:
dN2 =-F N
dt 2 2 , (6a)
dN.dI = H2,jN2 - TIN].
The detected fluorescence signals I, are directly proportional to number density of atoms N, in
(6b)
state I i) :
(7)
Here, A,P denote Einstein coefficients for the observed transitions to the resonance states, and
~i accounts for the detection efficiency. Since the experimental signals were corrected
according to the performed spectral calibration, a common factor ;=~1=~2characterises both
I, and h.
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For solving the system (6) we choose an initial condition N2(t=0)=N2U, where 1=0
corresponds to the incidence of a laser pulse. To account for background signals, as explained
in Sect. 4.1, we assume also some small initial population N1(1=0)=NIlJ for level II). The
resulting expressions for hand /] are
1
1
= ?4
1p
N
20
e- ["21 ; (8a)
(8b)
In order to obtain the J-mixing rate and the corresponding cross section (eq. (5», equations
(8a) and (8b) have to be fitted to the registered fluorescence signals.
The J-mixing cross section can also be deduced by comparing the time integrals of
("r.:. (f)
sensitised ( J Ildl) and direct (J Ild/) fluorescence signals, namely:
o 0
".
J I,dl
A I [N Jl/=_u__ = ~ __ I_U r +R .
if' A F. N 2 2 ,IJ /
1
dl 2P 1 20
o
(9)
The assumption N]o=O leads to the simple expression for the ET rate
AlPR, 1 = 1/T,! - .
d A
IP
(10)
3.2 82S~62 D transfer
In the course of analysis of the experimental data on 82S~62D ET we determined that
the approximation of two levels interconnected by a single collisional ET rate is, unlike in the
case of relatively strong J-mixing, not sufficient to correctly reproduce the shapes of the
recorded time resolved signals. We found it necessary to include in the analysis additional
processes which compete with the direct ET between 82S and 62D. The two principal ones are
induced by BBR
O
), with involvement of the intermediate states 72p and 82p, while the third
process comprises ET between 82S and 52F. For example, on laser excitation to the 82S state,
besides the direct ET, the population is transferred to the 62D state through (i) absorption of a
BBR photon on the 82S---+82p transition followed by emission to the 62/) state; (ii) emission
" For Rydberg states the BBR driven transitions which strongly compete with the collisional ET arc discussed ill
122J and references therein
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from 82S to 72p state followed by absorption of a BBR photon on the 72p~62D transition;
(iii) ET from 82S to 52F followed by 82S~52F radiative decay (see Fig.2).
In order to describe the time evolution of the population of relevant states, the
equation system (8) is modified to
dN]--- = -T1N2,
dl
(1 \ a)
dNI N / N " t: N'-- = - To, I + ?1 ,I 1 + LJ k ,I k »
dr k
(II b)
~k = -TkNk + r..»;
where k denotes each of the three intermediate states 72p, 82p, 521". For k corresponding to
72p and 82p, the rates Tare expressed either as
(1\ c)
( 12a)
for absorption, or
( 12b)
for emission (spontaneous and induced). When k denotes the 52/-; state, T is the collisional rate
lP.S~51,,,=R8S-451;(or r5F-48.~·=R5F~8S) for the case when 82S (or 62/) is directly excited. K", XI> are
the statistical weights of the states and (J1na) = Ij(exp(Ena/k7')-I) is the number of BBR
photons per mode of energy C'ba equal to energy separation of the states.
By solving eqs. (1 \) with the initial conditions N2(t=O)=N20, N,(t=O)=Nk(t=O)=O one
obtains for N]:
(13)
The fluorescence signals I, are related to the corresponding populations N; by (7) Note, that l:
is described, as before, by the single exponential function (8a).
3.3 Collisional quenching and radiative lifetimes
The fit of the single exponential (8a) to the direct fluorescence signal gives the total
decay rate for this state at a certain temperature. This rate is related to the radiative decay rate
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and to the collisional quenching rate by (4). The procedure for extracting the natural lifetimes
and quenching cross sections at the conditions of the experiment is described in section 4.3.
4 Results and analysis
4.1 .I-mixing
To obtain the 621) state J-mixing cross section, o-Rb Rb the 62/)512 state was
0/)'11 .0/),11'
excited, and both the direct fluorescence from 62D512 and the sensitised fluorescence from
62/)312 were registered at various number densities of Rb atoms. For the sensitised
fluorescence signals, which are much weaker than those of the direct fluorescence, the issue
of background signals was very important. In order to identify the origin of the observed
background, and to account for it, whenever necessary, the following steps were performed.
First, the noise signal was measured with the laser light blocked. This noise from sources like
laboratory stray light or electronic pick-up from the laser discharge and trigger was negligible.
Second, the background was detected with the monochromator detuned from the line while
laser remained on the resonance. This background was still very small, and it originated, most
probably, from the 62/)512-+52}J3/2 fluorescence passing at the wing of the transmission profile
of the monochromator with widely open slits set at 62D312-+52P1/2 transition wavelength.
Finally, the background was monitored with the laser 2-photon energy detuned down from the
52SI/2-+62D3/2 resonance by the amount equal to the 62J) state tine structure splitting (2.26
cm ") and with monochromator set at the 62/)3/2-+52}JI/2 transition. In this case, we observed
some direct 2-photon excitation of the 62/)3/2 state, which is most likely due to the excitation
by broadband amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) present in the laser beam. The signal
recorded in this way should imitate the background to the measured sensitised fluorescence
when the laser is in resonance with the 52S-+62 D5/2 2-photon transition. The presence of the
above mentioned backgrounds was evidenced also by analysing, at different sensitivities, the
time integrated fluorescence spectra.
To determine the J-mixing cross sections, eq. (8b) was fitted to the sensitised
fluorescence signals (see Fig. 3a), from where RZ1 = R6D5Il-->6D)12 was obtained The
parameters Fi, £2, and 17120 were obtained by fitting a single exponential (8a) (see sect 4.3).
The relevant Einstein coefficients were taken according to oscillator strengths given in [23].
Contribution of the direct excitation by ASE to the sensitised fluorescence was accounted for
by allowing the second fitting parameter In eq. (8b) SNIO:t:-O, which corresponds to direct
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excitation of the 62D3/2 state during the laser pulse. In this way the admixture of the direct
fluorescence from the 62/)512 state, whose lifetime is very close to that of the 62/ht2, is also
accounted for.
We also tried another approach, to compare the integrated signals according to eq. (9)
and (10). To do this, the noise signals, detected in separate measurements at each temperature,
were subtracted from sensitised fluorescence signals. Although the 1?61J'Jl .61J~n values
obtained in this way did not differ significantly from those obtained by the former procedure,
the scatter of points was larger. This suggests that the first method is more accurate, because it
better compensates for an unknown amount of excitation by ASE.
By using the first approach, to fit the signal shapes, we also obtained strong evidence
that there are no other mechanisms involved in the population transfer between the fine
structure components except the direct collisional transfer. Otherwise it would be impossible
to fit the shapes of the signals, since, according to (8b), they are determined exclusively by
the decay rates F, and f2 of the states involved in the ET process.
Within the relatively narrow range of variation of URIl-RIl in the present experiment, the
J-mixing cross section due to Rb-Rb collisions was not expected to exhibit any noticeable
dependence on temperature, and therefore on NRIl. Ilowever, in rig 4a a strong dependence of
the cross section values defined as R61J5i2-.6IJJI1 / N Rb VRbRb (eq. (5» on NRb is observed. This
indicates that there is another process that contributes to the J-mixing and does not involve
collisions with the ground state Rb atoms. Since the cell was well outgassed before filling it
with rubidium, the only foreign element could be atmospheric helium which can penetrate
through the glass in the process of cell ageing We assumed therefore that the measured rate
. f . J~ RRb-Rb nRb-lIe I j>Rb-Rb . hconsists 0 two terms. \60, 1-->60~1 2 = 61J'12-->6D~12 + 1\6D512-->6D312' W 1ere \6D<, 1 -.6LJ3 2 IS t e
rate for J-mixing in collisions with ground state Rb atoms, and 1?:1~,I~e_'6nV2 is the rate for./-
mixing in collisions with He atoms (density Nile). Consequently,
where ,LJRbRb and ,LJRblie are the reduced masses of colliding pairs of atoms (Rb-Rb) and (Rb-
He). The resulting J-mixing cross section, a:~~~~ .6lJJ!] = 9.2(2.I)x] 014cm2, obtained by
fitting eq. (14) to the experimental points (solid line in Fig. 4a), is compared with the results
of other studies in Table I. Using the known cross section for J-mixing induced by He,
a:~~~;-->6DJ!] = 4.5(0.7)x] 0-14cm2 [24], we deduce the number density of He in our experiment
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to be NHe= 1.5(O.3)x I0l3cm-3, which is about one order of magnitude smaller than the helium
atmospheric concentration. An independent estimate based on available data on transport of
He through the pyrex glass [25] gave Nlle= 2( l )> 10 13cm -), which is in a very good agreement
with the former value. Possible contribution of BBR mediated transfer to the .I-mixing was
evaluated to be negligible.
4.2 82SB62 J) transfer
Attempts were made to determine the cross sections for ET between 81S and 61/) in
both directions. However, the analysis of time resolved fluorescence signals allowed to
determine the cross section only for the ET from 82S to 62J). Due to the negative energy
defect and unfavourable ratio of the statistical weights, the opposite ET process is expected to
be by a factor of 18 less efficient. The signals recorded by our apparatus in the 62D~82 S case
appeared to be masked by extra competing processes, which could not be unambiguously
accounted for.
4.2. I ET from 82S to 61J)
With the 82SI!2 state excited by laser pulses, the sensitized fluorescence signal
consisted of dominant fluorescence from the 62D5/2 state (the 62D512~S2p3/2 transition),
overlapped with a fluorescence from the 62])3/2 state (the 62D3/2~S2p312 transition). The other
component of the doublet from the 62])3/2 state (the 62J)312~S2PI12 transition) was overlapped
with the strong 82~~'112~S2P312 line owing to low spectral resolution and therefore could not be
detected. With an assumption that both 62DJ states are populated according to their statistical
weights, gJ, a relation between the measured signal I:;JAS = 16D~!2-~Plll +16V"2-~PlI2 and the
total population N6D of the 62]) doublet takes the form:
I~,;as=~6D[ l?~2 A6{)'2-~PJ!2+ l?32 A6Dl/r~p'2J, (15)
g~!2 + g312 g~i2 + g312 .
where N6D is given by eq. (13). The experimental 62IhI2.512~S2P312 fluorescence signal
exclusive of the background (Fig. 3b) was fitted with eq. (15). R8 •.<;.....;6D coming in from eq. (13)
was the only parameter of fit. Einstein coefficients A6D~I2-~P"1 and A6Lh'2-~P,1J2 were taken
according to [23]. Besides the direct ET, the two additional channels via the 72p and 82jJ
states were included in (13). With the quenching cross section of the 82S state (see section
4.3) taken as an upper limit for (J&"'>""'>5F, we estimated that population transfer via the S2F state
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can be neglected because of the unfavourable 52F~62D branching ratio. Radiative rates 18s---+k
and l/.:--K,D (12a,b) were obtained by using the Einstein coefficients based on [26] rp,s and
~20=r; «: were obtained by fitting eq. (8a) to the respective direct fluorescence signals
(section 4.3). F7P and rgp were taken according to [18]
Due to the presence of helium the values of RSS .• 6UI N RbVRb-Rb exhibited a similar,
though less pronounced, dependence on NRb (Fig. 4b) as in the case of J-mixing discussed
above. By fitting a function of type (14) to this dependence, the cross section for Rb induced
ET, a:;~>~~= 3.4( 1.2)x 1O-14cm2, was obtained (see Table I). In the same time the cross
section for He induced ET was estimated as a:,,~>I~~=4.2(2.6)xlO-I(,cm2 This is to be
compared with the value 1.3(O.5)x 1O"16cm2,given in [II]
It should be noted that the BBR mediated processes contribute significantly to the
observed 82S~62J) population transfer. Since the Rb number density is strongly dependent on
temperature (Nesmeyanov's relation [21]), the relative contributions of BBR and collisionally
mediated processes vary significantly with NRb (i.e., with temperature). The ratio of both
contributions (BBR mediated transfer to ET in Rb-Rb collisions) varies from a few at lowest
NRh values to about one at highest NRh of the present experiment [27] Therefore disregard of
the BBR influence in the analysis of the experimental results can lead to considerable errors.
4.2.2 ET from 62f) to 82S
With both 62DJ fine structure components consecutively excited, the direct 62/)J~52p
and sensitised 82S~52p fluorescence was observed. However, in some cases we were unable
to obtain a reliable fit of the function based on (13) to the 82S time-resolved fluorescence
signals. In these cases, the fluorescence appeared to be considerably stronger than expected
from the detailed balancing principle. According to (13), the shape of the time-resolved
sensitised fluorescence (inclusive of the BBR contribution) should be essentially the same for
ET in directions opposite to each other. The difference is only in the amplitude scaling factor,
which is unfavourable for the 62D~82S direction (ca 18 times smaller). The process which
might be responsible for the observed excess population of the 82S state is a superradiant (SR)
transition from the laser excited 62D state to the 72p state, followed by the BBR induced
transition to the 82S state. With the spectral sensitivity range of our detection system we were
unable to observe IR fluorescence to verify this possibility. We modelled this SR channel by
introducing extra terms in (13), which allowed us to reproduce the shape of the 82 S
J J
fluorescence signals [27]. Nevertheless we have omitted the results for 62D~82S transfer as
less reliable. For the 82S--t62D ET the extra terms revealed negligible effect on the R8S~6D
values, showing that SR was not significant in that case.
4.3 Lifetimes and collisional quenching
Fitting of eq. (8a) to the observed direct fluorescence signals provided the NR1PRtJ.RtJ-
dependent total decay rates rxs, IC,Pl ) and rC,p, , 2 . Besides the predominant contribution of
the spontaneous radiative decay, these rates contain also deexcitation rates due to (i) the
presence of BBR, (ii) quenching induced by collisions with He atoms, and (iii) quenching
induced by collisions with the ground state Rb atoms:
r = ~ +rbb + t;":": +KRb.Rb
I r , r
ri
Here, T; is the natural radiative lifetime; r,bb - the BBR induced transition rate [22];
KRb-He -»» d KRb.Rb Rb-RbNi = aq.: lie VRb-lle an i = a q.i Rb VRb-Rb are the quenching rates in Rb-He
and Rb-Rb collisions, respectively.
For each temperature, we calculated the corrected rates r,c = F, _r;bb - K;RbHe. The
BBR corrections were performed as described in Ref. [28]. They amounted about I% of the
total decay rates. The contribution of He induced quenching was calculated for the 62 J)J!2 and
62D . h . hi . Rb lie 6 6( I 0) J 0-14 2 d5/2 states usmg t e respective quenc mg cross sections, CTq.6;3/2 = . . x em an
O'qR:-OHe = 4.9(0.7)x 1Q-14cm2, given in [24]. For the 82SI/2 state we have not found in the• 5/2
literature any data on quenching by He. Therefore we adopted as a safe upper limit for this
quenching cross section a value of IO·14cm2, which is based on available data for higher 1/
values. The reliability of this assumption is supported by the results of the theoretical
modelling presented III [29]. For the He number density we used the value
Mle=1.5(0.3)x IOlJcm-J determined in Sect. 4.1. Contributions to the observed rates due to
collisions with He were on average 4%, 3% and 0.3% for the 62DJ/2, 62/)512 and 82S1/2 states,
respectively.
Extrapolation of thus obtained corrected rates r;c = 1/ T, + CT:~-Rb N Rb VRb-Rb (Stern-
Volmer plots) to the collisionless limit (NRbVRb-Rb--tO) allowed us to obtain the natural
lifetimes Ti for for all states of interest: 82S1i2, 62DJI2 and 62D512. From the slopes of NRbVRb-Rb-
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dependencies, the respective quenching cross sections (J" :~-Rbwere determined. The resu Its
are listed in Tables 1 and 2 along with results available from other studies.
5 Discussion
Inelastic cross sections measured in this work (Table I) are, with the exception of the
cross section for the 82S-+62D ET, in good agreement with the experimental values of other
authors. The quenching cross sections agree approximately (within a factor of two) with the
geometrical cross sections. For the 62DJ states, quenching is largely due to ET to the other .I
sublevel, though the contribution of ET out of the doublet is not negligible. A similar trend
has been observed also for the other lowest 2]) states of rubidium (see, e.g., the data compiled
in [30]). The cross section for ET from 82S to 62]) amounts to only 1/4 of the total quenching
cross section for the 82S state. As far as other processes contributing to the quenching of 62f)
and 82S states are concerned, we can mention ET to the S2F and S2G states, the infrared
fluorescence from which was beyond the sensitivity range of our detection (PMT), and
associative ionisation in collisions with the ground state Rb atoms [IS]. Rb '+Rb- ion par
formation seems to be relatively inefficient as a quenching process [31].
The value for the 82S-+62]) ET cross section obtained by us is almost 20 times smaller
than that measured in [11], and also somewhat smaller than the value (obtained as a side
product of an ionisation experiment) reported in [IS]. In neither of the studies [11], [IS] care
was taken to account for the presence of thermal radiation. In present experiment the analysis
of the shapes of time resolved signals drew our attention to considerable contribution of extra
channels due to the BBR-induced transitions. Account for the BBR mediated population
transfer in the thermal conditions of experiments [11], [IS] would significantly lower the
relevant cross sections. In particular, the cross section reported in [IS] would become close to
the present result, whi Ie value of [II] would remain about ten ti mes larger [27].
As mentioned in sect. I , the 82S-+62D ET process is interesting, since here ET takes
place between two configurations, which are not coupled by the dipole-dipole interaction. In
the absence of calculated molecular terms correlating to these states, it is impossible to make
definitive conclusions about the mechanism of this ET process. For the lower 72Sand S2])
states efficient mutual ET is possible thanks to the near lying S2P+S2P configuration which
enables the dipole coupling between the 72S+S2S and S2D+S2S configurations [13]. For the 82S
and 62]) states, which are energetically distant from S2p+S2p, ET was not expected to be
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particularly efficient. However, our measured cross section for this process actually exceeds
that for the ET from 72,,~'to 52}). The relatively efficient 82S~62/) ET may possibly be
influenced by the 72P+52 Sand 82P+52.') configurations. The ionic Rb I+Rb - term, which
crosses the initial and final covalent states at large internuclear distances (R>60 a.u.), may
also contribute, although one would expect that this coupling is weak [13].
Our measured lifetimes (see Table 2) are, within their uncertainty limits, in good
agreement with those calculated by Theodosiou [18] and Hansen [19], and for the 62f) state
also with the theoretical lifetime of He et al. [20]. The agreement with the other experimental
results [32-34] is good for the 82S1l2 state and less satisfactory for the 62/)./ states.
In conclusion, we have measured the natural lifetimes and quenching cross sections
for 62D5/2,3/2 and 82S1/2 states, the 62/) state .I-mixing cross section and the cross section for ET
from the 82S to 62D state. The analysis of time resolved sensitised fluorescence signals
allowed us to access information about the processes involved in the population transfer. The
influence of the BBR on the population transfer can be significant even for such low lying
states as 82S and 62/).
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Table captions.
Table 1. Inelastic cross sections for Rb*+Rb collisions, in units of 1O,I4cm2
Table 2. Natural lifetimes for the 82S112, 62/)3/2 and 62D5/2 states of Rb, in ns.
Figure captions.
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus: MCS - multichannel scaler; PM
photomultiplier; SM - stepping motor; PO - fast photodiode; LM - laser power meter; NOF -
neutral density filter; L I-L3 - lenses; A I,A2 - apertures; PPR - polarisation plane rotator; P -
polariser; BS - beam splitter; PR - prism.
Fig. 2. Energy diagram of Rb and illustration of mechanisms of population transfer from the
82S to 62D state. "Spont." denotes prevailing spontaneous emission accompanied with few per
cent of stimulated emission.
Fig. 3. Sensitised fluorescence signals: (a) from 62/)3/2 at laser excitation of the 62])S/2 state; (b)
from 62D3/2,5/2 at laser excitation of 82SI/2. Solid lines are least squares fits of eq. (8b) and eq
(15) (with (13)), respectively.
Fig. 4. 1(60,/1 .61J.:,n/NRb VRb Rb dependence on NRh for (a) 62/)s/I~62JJ.l/2 .I-mixing, (b)
82S~62/) ET • - experiment; solid line - least squares fit of eq. (14) in case (a), and of an
analogous one in case (b).
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Non-dipole excitation transfer between the 62S and 420 states in potassium.
A. Ekers and 1. Alnis
University of Latvia, Institute of Atomic Physics and Spectroscopy, Raina bulv. 19,
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Abstract
We report an experimental study of collisional excitation transfer between the 62S and 420
states in potassium. The experiment was performed in potassium vapour, using two-step laser
excitation of the 62S state. The cross sections of excitation transfer from the 62S to 420 state
and of the 420 state quenching in collisions with ground state atoms were determined as
0'6S->40 = (l.8±O.6)x 1015cm2 and 0':0 = (2. 7± 1.2)x l014cm2, respectively.
PACS: 34.50.Fa, 32.50.+d
J. Introduction
Among the large variety of collisional excitation transfer (ET) processes the most
detailed studied, both experimentally and theoretically, are the so called energy pooling (EP)
collisions of two excited alkali atoms resulting in population of high-lying states:
M'ep) +M'ep) ~ MueS or 2D) + MeS) +tili. (I)
For details concerning experimental studies of these processes we refer the interested reader
to publications [1-4] and references therein. A theoretical approach to the EP processes has
been developed in [5] for EP in caesium, and later elaborated and applied to other alkalis by
various authors [6-10]. A common feature of the processes of type (I) is that they proceed
efficiently thanks to the strong dipole-dipole interaction between the intital Cp+2p) and final
(
2S 2 2 2 .+ D or D+ S) configurations of atoms.
Already in the early studies of ET processes it had been noticed that the cross sections
(ie., rate constants) of different reactions possess a common dependence on the energy defect
~E [11]. The presently existing data on the EP allows to establish an empirical relation
between the reaction rate constant k and energy defect t1E [J 2]:
[
(sF Jk = A x exp - --' ,
koT
where A= (S.O±O.6)xIO'9cm3s'l. This relation is valid for the processes with positive !:!J!;.
(2)
Moreover, if one compares the rates of other ET process, they also seem to obey the relation
(2), no matter if the dipole-dipole interaction between the initial and final configurations is
present or not.
One may expect that the ET processes between the atomic 2S and 2D states (hereafter
referred to as SD-tra/lsfer),
M"eS) + MeS)~ M"eD) + MeS),
will be inefficient because of the laek of interactions that would couple the CS+2S) and
CO+2S) configurations. However, the existing studies [13-1S] on the SO-transfer processes
show that they also obey, within uncertainty limits, the relation (2). Theoretical studies
[16,17] of the process
Rb"(72S) + Rb(S2S) ~ Rb··(S2D) + Rb(S2S), (3)
for which an experimental cross section of 8x 10'I5cm2 has been reported [14], attributed the
efficient ET in this case to the proximity of the (S2p+S2p) configuration, which introduces a
strong dipole coupling between the initial (72S+S2S) and final (S20+S2S) configurations In
order to clarify the role of interaction in the ET, we are interested in pairs of close lying 2S
and 20 states which are energetically well isolated from the 2p states. Such isolation would
eventually allow to exclude effects like that of the perturbing (52P+52P) configuration in the
case of SD-transfer process (3), and, hence, the dipole-dipole interaction. The pair of the 62S
and 42D states in potassium (see Fig. I) seems to be appropriate. The energy defect between
these two states is only S3 cm'. The 62p state lies 1548 ern" above 62S, and 42p+42p energy
is 1311 ern" below the 420. In the present work we are concerned with the ET process
K"(62S) + K(42S) --) K"(42D) + K(42S) + 53 ern". (4)
The empirical relation (2) predicts for this process a cross section of S.6x 1O-14cm2 for the
mean kaT of the present experiment.
2. Experiment and method
The experiment was performed in a potassium vapour cell, at temperatures
520K $ T $ 600K. The cell was made of alkali resistant glass cell and placed in a two-
chamber oven. The temperature of the side arm of the cell containing metallic potassium was
kept 10 degrees below that of the main oven body. The potassium number densities were
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calculated from the temperature-vapour pressure relation [18]. The atoms were excited to the
62S state using two-step laser excitation (cf Fig. I). The frequency of the first step laser (Kr'
pumped CR-590 dye laser with Oxazine 1 dye, ~VLl::::::: 30GHz) was detuned from the
42SII2~42PI!2 resonance by several Doppler widths in order to ensure homogeneous excitation
of atoms along the beam axis. The second step laser (Ar+ pumped CR-699 ring dye laser with
OCM dye, LlvL2::::::: IMHz) was set on resonance with the 42PI/2~62SI!2 transition. The
fluorescence was detected on the modulation frequency of the first step laser with a
monochromator and a photomultiplier (RCA, model C31 034-05) using lock-in technique.
The fluorescence was registered on the 62S1!2~42PJ/2 (6938.8 A) and 4203/2.512----+42PJ/2
(6964.7 A) transitions at various potassium number densities (8.5x I 014cm-3 ~ No ~
Ix 1016cm-J). The fluorescence intensities provide information about the relative populations
in the 62S and 420 states. The 42D3/2----+42PII2spectral line (6936.3 A) was not resolved from
the comparatively strong 62SI/2----+42PJ/2fluorescence. It is important to note that the strongly
edothermic EP process [3]
K·(42p) + K·(42P) ~ K··(420) + K(42S)
did not contribute to the 420 fluorescence signal: with the second step laser blocked, no
fluorescence from the 420 state was observable even at highest temperatures of the
experiment.
Since the fluorescence from the 42D J=3/2 and J=5/2 components was not spectrally
resolved, we do not distinguish the fine structure and assume that both J sublevels are
populated according to statistical weights gJ' The latter assumption is justified because at the
high K number densities of the present experiment collisional J-mixing is faster than radiative
decay. The solution of rate equation for the 420 state allows to extract the cross section for the
SO-transfer process (4) from intensity ratio of the 42D~2p and 62S~2p fluorescence lines.
Under steady state conditions
dN4U _ _ 1 q
-- - 0 - a6S->4UNOuN6S - -N4D - a 4UNOuN4D'
dt T4U
(5)
where a6S->4D is the cross section for the process (4), aiu is the 420 state quenching cross
section in collisions with ground state K atoms, T 4D is the lifetime of the 420 state,
v = ~8k8T /1[11 is the mean relative velocity of colliding atoms, and N6S, N4U and No are the
number densities of the 62S, 420 and ground state atoms, respectively. From (5) we obtain for
the ratio of number densities of excited atoms:
3
N4D _ a6S440
N(,s - a:D + J/(r 4DNOv)"
(6)
In order to relate this density ratio with the ratio of fluorescence intensities
1(42 D'/2.3/2 --) 42 P3/J and 1(62 SI/2 --) 42 P3j2)' measured in the experiment, a proportionality
coefficient must be introduced to account for different transition probabilities of different
transitions:
gV2A(42 0~/2 --) 42 P3/2)+ g3/2A(42 D.1/2 --) 42 Pl/2)
a = (i~/2 + g3/JX A(62 SI/2 --) 42P3/J
(7)
Here A denote Einstein coefficients of the respective transitions, and g512 and ~/2 are the
statistical weights of the 4205/2 and 4203/2, respectively. Using (6) and (7), the ratio of the
measured fluorescence intensities can be expressed as
1 (42 D ~/2.3/2 --) 42 P3/J a6S->40
~= =a .
1(62S1(2 --) 42 pvJ a:1l + Jj(r4[) Nov) (8)
Thus, the SO-transfer and quenching cross sections can be obtained from the measured
intensity ratio 77- In (7) and (8) we are using the values for the Einstein coefficients from [19],
and lifetime r 41l given in [20].
3. Results and discussion
The experimental dependence of the intensity ratio 7] on the product of number density
No and collision velocity v, Nov, is shown in Fig. 2. By fitting eq. (8) to the experimental
points (solid line, Fig. 2), the cross section for the process (4), a6S->4[) = (1.8±O.6)x 10-15cm2,
and the 42D state quenching cross section, a1D = (2.7±1.1)x 10-14cm2, were determined. If one
compares the available cross sections of different SD-transfer processes (Table 1), it is evident
that the process in potassium is the least efficient despite the smallest energy defect. Also note
that the experimental cross section for the SO-transfer process (4) is more than 30 times
smaller than predicted by the empirical relation (2). The relatively small value of this cross
section may be explained by the lack of strong interactions, which would couple the initial
(62S+42S) and final (420+42S) configurations. The dipole-dipole interaction mediated by the
(42P+42P) configuration can be eventually excluded because of its large energy separation
from the 62S+42S and 42D+42S states of separated K atoms. This would explain why the cross
section of the process (4) is smaller than it would be expected from the relation (2). The latter
was obtained for EP processes dominated by the dipole-dipole interaction, which is absent in
4
the present case. Possibly, the process (4) is governed by interaction of K(62S)+K(42S) and
K(42D)+K(42S) quasi-molecular states with the ionic K; + K· state at large internuclear
distances R > 60 a.u. (see the potential curves calculated in [21D·
As about the quenching of the 420 state, we can mention few possible processes which
could be responsible for it. The quenching with the ground state K2 molecules we exclude
because of the following considerations. Assuming that the excited atoms are being quenched
in collisions with the molecules, we obtain for the 42D quenching cross section a value of
4.3 x 1O-12cm2, which is unrealistically large. Moreover, with the molecules as the quenching
actors we could not reproduce the experimental 17(No v)-dependence as good as in the case of
quenching with atoms. Therefore we conclude, that the 42D state is quenched in collisions
with ground state K atoms. One of the possible processes is the associative ionisation leading
to formation of K;. Another possibility is ET to the 42F state. To best of our knowledge,
there is no data available in the existing literature about these processes. It should be noted,
however, that both above mentioned processes are strongly endoergic (by - 923cm -1 and
- 730cm -1, respectively), and therefore they are not expected to be particularly efficient. A
more likely explanation of the quenching is capture of the colliding K(42D) and K(42S) atoms
on the attractive molecular terms at small internuclear distances [17].
In conclusion, we have experimentally determined the cross sections for ET between
the 62S and 42S states of potassium, and the 42D state quenching cross section in collisions
with the ground state atoms. The former cross section is more than 30 times smaller than
predicted by the empirical relation of the cross section with energy defect (2). A theoretical
work on these processes is in progress, and will be reported e1swhere.
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Table I. Energy defects and cross-sections for SD-transfer processes in Rb and K.
Figure captions
Fig. 1. Energy level diagram for the lowest and intermediate excited states of potassium. Solid
arrowlines depict two steps of the laser excitation. Detuning of the first step laser ~ IS
exaggerated on this picture. Dotted arrowlines mark the observed fluorescence transitions.
Fig. 2. Dependence of the intensity ratio 1(42 D~/2.3/2 ~ 42 P3/JI 1(62 SI/2 ~ 42 P3/J on Nov;
-, experiment; solid line, least squares fit of eq. (8).
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Abstract
Associative ionizing molecule-atom collisions Na2 (A I:r.: ) + Na (3p) -+Nat + e have been observed at simultaneous excita-
tion of dimers and atoms by means of two lasers. Measurements of the relevant ionization current show that the cross section of
molecule-atom ionizing collisions exceeds by an order of magnitude the cross section of the well-known atom-atom associative
ionization Na(3p)+Na(3p)-+Nat +e.
1. Introduction
Production of sodium dimer ions Nat in associa-
tive ionizing (AI) collisions
Na(3p)+Na(3p)-.Nat +e (I)
has been considered in a number of studies at ener-
gies ranging from thermal collisions [ I ] to collisions
of 'ultra-cold' Na atoms [2]. However, as far as we
are informed, only in two papers [3,4] dimer-atom
AI in sodium is reported to be observed under con-
ditions when one of the colliding particles is highly
excited while the other remains in the ground states,
Na(4d, 5s)+Nar+Nat +e [3] ,
Na+Na2(C1nu)-.Nat +e [4].
(2)
(3)
The purpose of the present study is to confirm that
sodium trimer ions can be produced in Al collisions
between dimers and atoms in the case when both par-
ticles are in their lowest electronically excited states,
namely
Na(3p)+Na2(A 'r.n-+Nat +e. (4)
0009-2614/94/S07.00 © 1994 Elsevier Science B.Y. All rights reserved
SSDl 0009-2614 (94) 00946-5
Due to the low ionization potential of the sodium tri-
mer [5], the Nat ions can become dominating in the
alkali plasma [6,7]. A high density of atoms and di-
mers in the lower excited levels is helpful for the
channel (4) of trimer ion production. The reversed
process of trimer ion dissociative recombination, is,
in a number of cases [6,8], responsible for the well-
known diffuse band emission in alkali dimers.
2. Experimental
We have analyzed the laser-induced ionization in
sodium vapour by continuous wave laser excitation
of atomic 3p states whilst another, chopper-modu-
lated laser beam was used to excite the A Ir: -state of
sodium dimers. The ion current was measured by a
lock-in amplifier, thus excluding the constant, un-
modulated part of the total ion current produced in
AI collisions of excited atoms (I). In preliminary ex-
periments [9] such an excitation of Na2(A 'r:)
molecules by a Kr ' laser (647.1/676.3 nm) allowed
us to distinguish the part of ion current produced by
simultaneous laser excitation of Na, and Na. The ion
J. Klavins et al. / Chemical Physics Letters 228 (1994) 346-350
current appeared to be a linear function of the power
of both lasers. In case when only the atoms were ex-
cited (by a modulated laser beam) the Na ion cur-
rent was proportional to the squared laser power in
accordance with reaction ( I ).
However, the simultaneous energy transfer (ET)
from dimers to atoms is also possible, which did not
allow to make unambiguous conclusion that the ion-
ization signal induced by both lasers is caused by
Nat ions produced in dimer-atom Al collisions (4).
The aim of the present study was to separate the con-
tribution of Na~+Na" Al collisions (4) from the to-
tal ion signal, without the use of a mass spectrometer,
as well as to evaluate the efficiency of the Nat
production.
3. Experimental setup
The general scheme of the experiment is shown in
Fig. I. Sodium vapor was contained in a cylindrical
glass cell equipped with a sapphire window to trans-
mit the laser beams, and with electrodes to collect the
1----<~.---I 11 R6G I
I _ /-- :;( -- 112 Pyridine 21
ch~perl
~
Ions UF
Fig. I. Experimental arrangement for AI and L1F registration in
sodium vapor. Monochr.: Jobin-Yvon model HR-IOO. Lock-in
ampl. I: Princeton Appl. Research model HR-8. Lock-in ampl.
2: Princeton Appl. Research model 5209. PMT: Hamamatsu
model R943-02.
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ions. The cell was made out of alkali-resistan t glass to
make the observation of laser-induced fluorescence
(LIF) possible. The glass walls were degassed and
saturated with Na vapor at 450°C, and afterward a
portion of pure Na had been distilled into the cell be-
fore it was detached from the vacuum system. Thus,
the interaction of Na vapor and the glass during the
experimental produce was minimized. Typical den-
sities of [Na j e 1015 em-3 and [Na2]::;:;:1013 cm >'
correspond to a temperature range of 340-380°C in
the experiment.
To excite Na atoms a CW broad band (LU::;:;:O.025
nm) 30 mW R6G dye laser LI (Coherent Radiation
model CR-599) was used. Because of the high optical
density of the vapor, the laser was tuned at the wing
ofNa O2 line. This allows to improve the signal/noise
ratio in the registration, since the rather high signal
(- [Na·F) of the Na·+ Na" AI, regardless of the
blocking by a lock-in amplifier, is a source of noise,
the level of which strongly depends on the concentra-
tion of excited Na atoms.
The Na2 molecule were excited by a single-fre-
quency ring dye laser L2 (Coherent Radiation model
CR-699), with pyridine 2 dye, the generation inter-
val of which allowed selective excitation of different
rotational levels of the A 12.;; lower vibrational states
v' =0 and v' = I. The laser was chopper-modulated
(730 Hz), the reference signal being applied to sep-
arate lock-in amplifiers for the ion current and L1F
registration channels. The laser power was about 100
mW. The wavelength of the Na2 absorption v")" -+v'j'
was calculated from known spectroscopic constants
of the A and X states, and a A meter (home built) was
used for tuning. The laser beams (t/J::;:;: 2-3 mm) were
crossing each other at a very small angle in the ioni-
zation detector. A voltage difference of2-3 V was ap-
plied between the electrodes of the detector. A small
opening in the cylindrical ion collector enabled the
observation of the LIF spectra.
4. Results and discussion
A typical laser-induced ionization signal for the case
when only the laser L2 was modulated is shown in
Fig. 2a. The registered ion current appears due to the
simultaneous effect of both the lasers, i.e. to simul-
taneous excitation of Na2 and Na. A similar ion sig-
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Fig. 2. Ion current and K D1 line fluorescence signal: (a) at ex-
citation of sodium dirners and atoms; (b) at excitation of potas-
sium and sodium atoms.
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Fig. 3. Energy diagram of Na2(A 11:: )+Na(3p) collisional
ionization.
nal was obtained at excitation of a number of other
v'}' levels of the A Ir.: states of Na-,
The energy thresholds of possible ionization in
Na~ + Na" collisions are shown in Fig. 3. The trimer
ion Nat produced in dirner-atom AI process is the
only energetically possible direct mechanism. The
registered signal of the two laser-induced ionization
may contain a contribution from the atom-atom Al
following the ET in dimer-atom collisions,
Na2(A 'r.;;)+Na->Na2(X 'r.:)+Na(3p), (5)
Na(3p)+Na(3p)->Nat +e. (6)
To exclude the ET from Nai to Na, the sodium di-
mers were excited to the lower v' =0, v' = I levels, the
energy defect of which, with regard to ET, is rather
large (dE~0.3 eV), thus making the ET probability
small. No Na 0 lines were observed in the fluores-
cence spectrum induced by the L2 laser even at the
maximum sensitivity ofthc LlF registration system .
The presence of a small potassium impurity in the
sodium vapor is unavoidable, and weak potassium 0
line emission was detected in the LlF spectrum. In an
earlier study [ 10] we have obtained a large cross sec-
tion of ET from a number of Nayt A Ir.;; , v']') levels
to the 4p levels of K atoms. The following Al process
in Na (3p) + K (4p) collisions is able to provide a
contribution to the registered ion current,
Na2(A Ir.:) + K->Na2(X Ir.:) + K( 4p) ,
K(4p)+Na(3p)->NaK+ +e.
(7)
(8)
By scanning of the L2 laser frequency a certain cor-
relation was observed between the registered ion cur-
rent and K atoms 0 lines intensity. The Na~ + Na"
direct AI collisions not being excluded, such a corre-
lation, however, suggests the necessity to determine
the contribution of NaK + ion molecules to the mea-
sured ion signal. It was carried out in the following
way. In a cell containing a minimum of K atom ad-
mixture, the A 11:;; state u'J' levels of Na, molecules
were excited, for which the ET to 4p levels of potas-
sium atoms has the smallest cross section [10]. The
NaK + contribution into the total ionization signal has
been fixed in the following way. First, the ion current
produced by simultaneous excitations of Na2 (laser
L2) and Na (laser L1) was measured (Fig. 2a). Then
the laser L2 was tuned to direct optical excitation of
K atoms in the wing of O2 line and attenuated ( ~ 30
times) to provide an K atom 01 emission intensity
to be equal to that observed at excitation of K( 4p)
by ET from Na~ (see Fig. 2b). In this case the density
of K( 4p) atoms excited by ET is equal to (or, at least,
does not exceed) the density of optically excited
K(4p). The ion current in the latter case is deter-
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mined by Na"} K· Al collisions only, since the so-
dium dimers are not excited. The difference in ion
signals (Fig. 2) in both cases is equal to (or, at least,
is not less than) the ion current of Nat in Al
Na" + Na! collisions (4).
The rate of Nat ions production is equal to
K~~ J [Na·] [Na~]d V. (9)
For volume averaged densities of excited particles the
rate constant of the Al reaction (4) can be written as
( 10)
where iDA is the ion current and VI is the volume of
the ionization region. The rate constant of Al of two
Na (3p) atoms
KA1 _ iAA
AA- 0.5e[Na.]2V2
was measured in Ref. [I]. The ratio of both con-
stants is then
( J J )
K~~ iDA 0.5 [Na·] V2
K~ = iAA [Na~] VI'
From the measured Na" + Na" Al current and the
known K~ value the average density of excited at-
oms was estimated as [Na·] ~ 5 X 1010 cm -3.
To obtain the excited dirncr density the system of
population balance equations was solved with regard
to the laser coupled levels. In the case of Na2 the so-
lution is determined not only by the probabilities of
stimulated (Bk;jJ~450 IlS-I) and spontaneous
(Aik ~ 5 IlS -I) transitions between the upper (i) and
the lower (k) level. Spontaneous emission to other
ground-state levels u"J" levels (2:0ik= 1/ r.) is very
important, as well as repopulation of the laser-de-
pleted lower state in dimer-atom collisions, having
the cross section Q= 4 X 10 -14 ern? for Na2 + Na [ II].
Even at rather high saturation values, in our experi-
ment reaching S::::: 100 I, most of the absorbing mol-
ecules are redistributed through the upper level to
other v"]" levels of the ground state X II.: ' whilst
only ~ 6% remain in the upper level v'J', The ground
(12)
I S is the so called saturation parameter, which could be found
from fiN=l!No(l +S) -I, where fiN and fiNoare the population
difference between the lower and upper molecular levels in pres-
ence of, and without laser radiation, respectively.
state Na2 v"J" molecules have Maxwellian velocity
distribution (L1vLJ~ 1.6 GHz), therefore only a part
of them is able to absorb the single frequency linear
polarized laser radiation. Power-broadened homo-
geneous linewidth of the molecular transition is
L1Vsal:::::O.14 GHz, so we finally estimate the excited
dimer density in our experiment as [Naj ] < 108
crn " '.
Hence, the Nai + Na" Al rate constant appears to
exceed that of the Na" + Na" Al at least by an order
of magnitude, as it follows from expression ( 12) ac-
cording to obtained experimental data and estimated
excited particle densities. The corresponding cross
section of the sodium dimer-atom Al collisions (4)
attains the value of Q?- 10 -15 cm ', which is a rather
high one for collisional ionization.
5. Conclusion
We have separated experimentally the contribu-
tion of light-induced ionization signal of Nat ions
produced in Al collisions Na2(A JI.;:- ) + Na(3p). An
estimation of the first experimental results shows that
the cross section of those Al collisions exceeds con-
siderably the well-known rather high cross section of
the Na(3p)+Na(3p) Al collisions. A largc cffi-
ciency of dimer-atom Al as compared to atom-atom
AI has been also observed in Ref. [3], in collisions
between ground-state Na2 molecules and highly ex-
cited Na atoms. The experimental studies of the AI
cross-section dependence on uJ' quantum number of
the excited A Ir..;:- state of Na2 are now in progress,
which would provide more information on the AI
process.
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Vibrational effects in Na2( AIL' ~ ,v') + Na(Jp312) associative ionization.
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ABSTRACT.
Associative ionizing Na2( AI ,[,; .v') + Na(3PJ/2) collisions have been studied in a single
supersonic beam with respect to the influence of the initial vibrational excitation of the
molecules on the reaction efficiency. An enhancement of trimer ion yield of nearly one order
of magnitude has been observed as the vibrational excitation increases from v'=O to v'= 14.
From the large variety of atom-atom associative ionization (AI) processes, the best
studied is the reaction of Na(3 p) atoms,
Na(3p) + Na(3p) ~ Na; + e, (1)
the detailed studies of which have contributed significantly to the understanding of
mechanisms of the AI processes (see for details [1] and references therein). Molecule-atom AI
has been observed recently for three different situations: (i) in collisions of ground state atoms
with highly excited molecules [2]; (ii) in collisions of highly excited atoms with ground state
molecules [3]; (iii) in collisions of excited atoms with the molecules excited in their first
electronically excited state [4]. In the latter work, the process
(2)
was studied in a vapour cell with excitation of only the lowest vibrational levels v'<O and I in
the AlL',; state. The cross section was found to be about one order of magnitude higher than
that of the AI process (I). None of the studies [2-4] considered the influence of vibrational
excitation of the molecules on the Na] yield.
It is well known, that initial vibrational excitation affects the reactivity In atom-
molecule exchange reactions [5]. The cross section may Increase [6] or decrease with
increasing excitation. A dramatic Increase with v" has been observed In the process of
dissociative attachment of low energy electrons to the vibrationally excited molecules [7-9]
Recently vibrational effects have also been observed for the process of dissociative charge
transfer in collisions between sodium dimers and atoms proceeding through highly excited
NaJ potential surfaces [9]. There was evidence [10] that vibrational effects do playa role also
in the case of molecule-atom Al. The complexity of such processes is, however, increased
because of the additional degrees of freedom of the triatomic molecule which is formed.
The present study is performed using a single supersonic Na/Na- beam arrangement
with time-or-flight mass analysis (TOF) to distinguish the trimer ions from Na ~ ions
produced in the atomic Al process (1). Low intra-beam collision energies and concentration
of the molecules in their lowest vibrational level provide favourable experimental conditions.
They help to establish a relatively high density of molecules in the excited states by optical
excitation. The beam expands from an oven operated at T = 900 K, through a O.4-mm-diam
nozzle, the temperature of which is held 50 K higher than the oven temperature. The
divergence of the beam is reduced to about 10 by two skimmers, which results in a residual
transverse Doppler-width of 40 MHz. The density of the atoms and molecules in the reaction
2
region 20 cm downstream from the nozzle are correspondingly "Na ~2x IOllcm-3 and
"Na ~2x I 0IUcm-3. Most of the Na2 molecules in the beam (99%) are concentrated in the,
lowest vibrational level (v"=O) while about 1% are in v"= I. The population distribution over
the rotational levels reaches its maximum for J"=7, as determined by laser induced
fluorescence measurements. The flow velocity of the particles in the beam, and the velocity
distribution of atoms and molecules are readily measured by means of the Doppler shift
technique [11,12]. The beam velocity is 1340 m/s and the mean relative velocity of molecules
and atoms is 112 mis, which corresponds to a mean collision energy of L ~1.6 meV.
Two linearly polarised laser beams L, and L2 (diameter 3 mm), with the direction of
their linear polarisation adjusted parallel to the particle beam axis, were overlapped in the
collision region (Fig. 1). The frequency of the first laser L1 (a CR-699 cw single mode ring
dye laser operated with Rh6G dye) was tuned to the 3s112---)3p3f2 (F'=2---)P=3) transition The
laser L1 beam was directed in the reaction region through a diaphragm to provide a
homogeneous intensity profile. The loss of atoms to the F'> I level of the ground state, which
is not accessible for laser excitation, was small because the power of the laser L, was kept
below the saturation limit, the typical intensity being 10 mw/crn" At higher laser intensities,
power broadening leads to simultaneous excitation of the F'=2 hyperfine component, from
which spontaneous decay to the F"> I is possible.
The second laser L2 (a CR-699 cw ring dye laser, DCM dye) was used to excite the
molecules from the ground XII; state to individual vibrational levels (O~v'~14) of the
A'.E~ state, using the R transition J"=9---)j'=IO. A sharp edge cuts the upstream part of the L,
and L2 intensity profiles and prevents optical pumping of molecules upstream from the
reaction region. A third laser L3 (a CR-699 cw ring dye laser, DCM dye), which intersects the
molecular beam 20 ern downstream from the reaction region, is used to verify the molecular
3
excitation. Its frequency is tuned to v"=O~v'=5 R transition with J"=9. When the molecules
are excited in the reaction region, optical pumping leads to a reduction of the L3 induced
fluorescence signal. This provides, in combination with the wavemeter readings, an
unambiguous verification that the desired molecular transition is excited.
The power of laser L2 was chosen high enough to saturate the molecular transition in
order to ensure an excitation efficiency of unity for molecules in the level v"=O, J"=9 during
the passage through the laser beam. This allowed us to disregard the different Franck-Condon
factors (FCF) of the various V"=O~V' transitions.
The production rate of trimer ions produced in the reaction volume V is given by
dN . J.:»: = K,~~ / Nooll Na; jdV,
dt I'
(3)
where K'::4 is the rate constant of the molecule-atom AL reaction (2), while / Na' I and
f No; 1 are the densities of excited atoms and molecules, respectively. Since there is only
negligible optical pumping in the atomic excitation process, the density of excited atoms
{Noo] follows the laser L, spatially filtered intensity profile (weak excitation limit), which is
assumed to be constant over the reaction volume. Provided that the molecular transitions are
saturated and all the molecules of the lower (v"J")-level are pumped, the integral J/ No; /dV
v
is independent on the FCF for the respective transition and does not depend on the laser
power. Therefore, any variation of the Na , ion signal on v' measured at constant power of
laser L] (3s-3p excitation) reflects the v' dependence of the rate constant K~.
The experimentally observed dependence of the Na , ion yield on the vibrational
quantum number v'is given in Fig. 2. All the data points are normalised to the same density of
Na(3p312), which is proportional to the square root of the simultaneously observed Na ,
signals resulting from process (I). This accounts for the slight variations in the flux of excited
4
atoms due to frequency jitter of laser Li. The rate constant of trimer ion formation is nearly
independent of the vibrational excitation in the range OS;v'S;10. For v'> 11 it increases
significantly with v'. For v'=14 the ion yield is about 7 times larger than for v'S;IO. Several
pairs ofv"=O---tv' transitions possess very similar FCF. For instance, for excitation ofv'=3 and
v'=14, or v'=5 and v'=ll, the FCF are nearly the same. In that case, conclusions about the
relative Na; yields do not rely on assumptions about the vibrational dependence of the
integral in eq. (3)
Even for v'<O the reaction (2) is exoenergetic (Fig. 3). Reliable information on the
potential surfaces for the Na2( AlI,;) + Na(3p3/2) collision complex is not available at present.
A quantitative interpretation of the results is therefore not possible. However, we mention two
possible reasons for the observed vibrational dependence of the reaction rate constant. On one
hand, the increase of the rate constant with v' could be related to a potential barrier in the
entrance channel which is overcome by vibrational energy of the molecules. This would lead
to a vibrational dependence of the formation of Na] ions in their ground IA; state of
triangular configuration of the nuclei with a distinct onset at a specific vibrational energy. On
the other hand, the vibrational dependence could result from the opening of a new exit
channel which is energetically not accessible for molecules in their low vibrational levels. In
particular, formation of a linear Na; molecule in 3I: (first excited) state is energetically
possible at enhanced vibrational excitation of the Na2 molecule. In fact, we find from the Na3
ionisation potential according to [13] and relative positioning of the Na; states given in [14]
that vibrational excitation to levels v'> I4 provides enough energy to open the channel leading
to the formation of the Na; in the 3I: state. However, more precise computational results
are needed to verify the latter statement.
5
We have observed vibrational effects also in AI of the ground state Na2(V") molecules
with Na(3d) atoms. It is interesting to note that a distinct increase of the rate of Na ,
formation is observed for those levels v"=26-29, which coincide energetically with the
distinct change of the slope of the rate constant with increasing v' for the reaction (2) at
v'= 11- I4. This seems to support the hypothesis about the formation of Na] in its 3I,; slate.
Studies of the AI with Na(3d) atoms are in progress and will be reported elsewhere
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Figure captions.
Fig. 1. Schematic arrangement of the experiment with the lasers for excitation of atoms (L1)
and molecules (L2) as well as for monitoring (L3).
Fig. 2. Experimental dependence of the Na; ion yield on the vibrational quantum number v'
of the A II,: state.
fig. 3. Energy diagram for the Na2(AlI,:) + Na(3p3/2) colliding system. Na] ground IA;
state energy is given according to [ 13]. VI and V2,3correspond to different Na] vibrational
modes (anharmonicity is not accounted for).
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Associative ionization in collisions of electronically excited Na atoms
with vibrationally excited Na2(V") molecules.
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Abstract
We have studied the formation of Na; ions in collisions of Na(3d,5s,4d) atoms with
vibrationally excited Na2(V') molecules in their electronic ground state in a supersonic beam.
The cross section of the Na( 4dsl1) + Na2 associative ionization is found to be about six times
larger than that of the corresponding atomic reaction Na(4dS/2) + Na(3s) ~ Na; . Associative
ionization in collisions of Na(3d) with Na2(V') is observed only with vibrationally excited Na2
molecules. The cross section a(v") of this reaction increases only slightly with v" for low
vibrational excitation, while a strong increase with v" is observed for v" z 26. The latter
observation suggests the opening of the channel leading to the formation of Na] ions in the
first electronically excited state for v" 2: 26.
PACS: 34.50
1 Introduction
Contrary to the well known associative ionization (AI) in collisions of sodium atoms,
(see [1] for details and references therein), atom-molecule AI has not been studied until
recently. The formation of Na] ions in AI has been observed for the first time in collisions of
electronically excited molecules with ground state atoms [2]:
Na2(2Ing)+Na(3s)~ Na; +e. (1)
Two other studies consider AI in collisions of ground state molecules with electronically
excited atoms [3],
Na2(X1.r;) + Na(4d) ~ Na ; + e; (2)
Na2(X1.r;) + Na(5s) ~ Na , + e, (3)
and in collisions of molecules and atoms excited in their first excited states [4,5]
Na2(A1I:) + Na(3p) ~ Na ; + e. (4)
The authors of [2] used process (1) as an ion source for a space-charge limited diode
ionisation detector. They made no attempt to further study the formation of trimer ions.
Processes (2), (3) and (4) were considered in more detail. The processes (2) and (3) were
studied in an effusive beam, using time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometry to distinguish
different ionic products. The cross sections were determined relative to the corresponding
atom-atom AI reactions
Na(3s) + Na(4d) ~ Na; + e,
Na(3s) + Na(5s) ~ Na] + e.
(5)
(6)
it was found that the atom-molecule AI cross section is two times larger than the cross section
of the respective atomic reaction in case of the 4d512 state, and 10 times larger incase of the
5S112. The cross sections for the reactions (5) and (6) have been measured in sodium vapour in
an earlier study [6]. An estimate of the cross section for the process (5) is also available,
based on electron spectrometric studies in an effusive beam [7].
Process (4) was studied in a vapour cell, with excitation of the molecules to the lowest
vibrational levels, v' = 0 and I, in the AlI: state [4]. The cross section was estimated to be
(J ~ 1O-1~em 2, which is an order of magnitude larger than that of the process [I]:
Na(3p) + Na(3p) ~ Na , + e. (7)
A more detailed study [5] in a supersonic beam revealed that the rate constant for the reaction
(4) is essentially independent of v' at small vibrational excitation (v' = 0 ... 10), but increases
significantly with v' for v' 2 11. For v' = 14 the reaction is nearly one order of magnitude
more efficient than for low v'.
2
It is well known that vibrational excitation affects the cross section for inelastic
collisions [8], for atom-molecule exchange reactions [9], or for dissociative attachment of low
energy electrons to molecules [10-12]. The sensitivity of the process of charge transfer from
Rydberg states to the vibrational level of the molecule has also been confirmed recently [12].
Observations of AI of ground state Na2 molecules with Na(3d) atoms in a supersonic beam
suggested that vibrational excitation of molecules may significantly enhance the trimer ion
production rate [13]. In particular, Na] ions were observed from the process Na(3d) +
Na2(X1..r; ,v") only for v" > 0, although the energy of the 3d state lies 13 meV above the Na3
ionisation threshold.
Our present study is concerned with the consequences of the initial molecular
vibrational excitation for the process of AI in collisions ofNa atoms excited to their 3d, 5s or
4d states with Na2(XII'; .v").
2 Experiment
2.t Supersonic beam setup
The experiment is done in a single supersonic Na/Na2 beam with TOF mass analysis to
distinguish the trimer ions from Na ] and Na+ ions. The latter ions are produced in atomic
associative ionization or by the process of Penning ionization. The experimental setup is
described in detail in Ref [1 I]. Briefly, the beam expands from an oven operated at 900K
temperature through a O.4-mm-diam nozzle, the temperature of which is held SOKhigher than
that of the oven. The beam is collimated by two skimmers to a divergence of about 1°, which
limits the residual transverse Doppler broadening to 40MHz. The concentrations of atoms and
molecules in the reaction region 20cm downstream from the nozzle are IlNa ~ 2.3xlO
llcm-3
and /INa ~ 2x 10IOcm-3, respectively.
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In our supersonic beam, 990,10of the dimers are concentrated in their lowest vibrational
level, v" = 0, and about 1% are found in v" = 1. The maximum of the population distribution
over the rotational levels is found at J" = 7. This level contains about 9% of the total
population. The velocity and the velocity distribution of atoms or molecules in the beam are
readily measured by the Doppler shift technique [14,15]. The beam velocity is 1340 mis, and
the width of the distribution function is 300 mls for atoms or 260 mls for molecules (full
width at lie). The mean relative velocity of atom-atom or atom-molecule collisions is VAA =
3
120 mls or VMi\ = 112 mis, which corresponds to a mean collision energy l~AA = 1.4 meV or
EMA = 1.6 meV.
2.2 Optical preparation of atoms and molecules.
The experimental arrangement of particle and laser beams is shown in Fig.!. All the
lasers used in the experiment are cw single mode ring lasers (CR-699 or CR-899) with a line
width of about IMHz. Atoms are optically excited in the reaction region in 3d, 5s or 4J states
by a two step excitation scheme. One laser drives the 3SI/2~3pJ!2 (F" = 2 ~ F' = 3 )
transition, while the other laser excites atoms from 3p312 to the desired higher lying states
Radiative cascading from these states leads to the population of all hyperfine sublevels, and a
loss of atoms to the F" = 1 sublevel of the 3SI/2 state by optical pumping is inevitable.
One consequence of optical pumping is a variation of the location of highest density of
atoms in the excited state with laser power. When the excitation probability is small compared
to unity, the density of Na' is highest near the axis of the laser beam. However, with
increasing excitation probability because of increasing laser power, the region of highest Na'
density moves upstream with respect to the propagation of the particles in the beam and is
found in the wings of the laser beam profile [16] and thus away from the region of highest
detection efficiency for the time-of-flight analysis. In order to assure the independence of the
detection efficiency with regard to a variation of the laser intensity, the latter was kept
sufficiently low to prevent saturation. As a test, the Na; ions from process (5) or from
Na(3p) +Na(5s) ~ Na , + e,
Na(3p) + Na(3d) ~ Na ; + e,
(8)
(9)
were observed to determine the saturation limits (see Fig. 2a). At the given low collision
energy in our experiment, the contribution of process (7) to the ion signal is negligibly small
compared to the processes (5), (8) and (9).
To prepare vibrationally excited Na2 molecules in their electronic ground state, either
Franck-Condon pumping (FCP) [15] or stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP) [17] is
used. In the case of FCP, molecules are excited to different v' levels of the AlI: state on
A'I:(v',1O)~X'I;(0,9) transitions. Depending on v' in the electronically excited state,
spontaneous decay of the molecules creates different population distributions fAv") over
vibrational levels (v") of the XII; state (Fig. 3), which are unambiguously determined by
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the corresponding transition rates (which include the variation of the transition dipole moment
with internuclear distance). To avoid collisions of electronically excited molecules with the
excited atoms, the pump laser beam intersects the particle beam IS cm upstream of the
reaction region (see Fig. (LI). With the molecular transition being saturated, FCP leads to
efficient (~l 00%) optical pumping of the molecules to the vibrationally excited levels of the
molecular ground state. To verify the molecular excitation, a probe laser resonant with the
All:: (5,1O)~XII; (0,9) transition intersects the particle beam downstream from the
reaction region. The lower (v",J ")-Ievel is the same for pump and probe lasers. Therefore the
probe laser induced fluorescence signal decreases whenever the pump laser is resonant with
the chosen transition. This together with the wavemeter readings provides an unambiguous
verification that the desired molecular transition is excited.
Contrary to the FCP, STIRAP allows one to selectively transfer the population from
v"=O to excited vibrational levels in the electronic ground state. In STIRAP, a Stokes laser
field couples the intermediate (v ', 10)-level in the AlE: state with the final (v~, 9)-level in the
Xl E; state prior to the interaction of molecules with the pump laser field, which couples the
initial (0,9) and intermediate levels. The sequence of interactions is controlled by the spatial
displacement of the axes of the pump and Stokes lasers [17]. With properly adjusted
displacement all the population of the initial level is transferred to the chosen final level. The
lasers are detuned from the resonance with the respective molecular transitions by an equal
amount of 200 MHz, maintaining the two photon resonance for the
(v"=O,J"=9)~(v',J'=1O)~(v~,JW,=9) transitions. The population transfer efficiency by
STlRAP, which in the present experiment was reaching up to 99%, is monitored with the
probe laser on AlI: (v~, 10)~ XiI; (v~,9) transitions.
3 Results and analysis
3.1 Naz(v") + Na(4d) coUisions
Upon excitation of the Na 4d3/Z and 4dS/2 states, Na +, Na;, and Na j ions are
observed in the mass spectrum (see Fig. 4). The Na + ions are formed in atomic Penning and
photoionization processes [7,18]:
Na(3p,4d) +Na(4d) ~ Na+ + Na + e,
Na(4d) + hv ~ Na ' + e.
(10)
(11 )
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The Na , ions are formed in atomic A1 processes (5) and (7). At the low collision energies of
our experiment, the process (7) is relatively inefficient, and gives about two orders of
magnitude smaller contribution to the observed Na; signal than the process (5). This was
verified by measuring the Na; signal with the laser beam for the 3p--)4d excitation blocked,
in agreement with observations by the authors of [7].
The formation of Na] ions is due to Al of Na2(X1I;,v") molecules and Na(4d)
atoms according to process (2). The Na] signal varies linearly with the power of the laser for
the 3s~3p excitation (see Fig. 2b). This confirms that one Na(4d) atom is needed to form
Na j . Since the densities of ground state atoms and molecules are known, and Na(4d) atoms
participate also in the formation of Na;, the atom-molecule A1 cross section can be
determined relative to the cross section for the atom-atom AI process (5) [3]. The rates of
production of Na; and Na; ions in the processes (5) and (2) are correspondingly
where O"AA and O"MA are the velocity averaged cross sections for the reactions (5) and (2),
while the densities of the ground state atoms, ground state molecules and excited Na( 4d)
atoms are IlNa, IlNa2, and I1No(4d)' respectively. The reaction volumes VAA and VMA are
identical since they are both determined by the distribution of excited Na(4d) atoms
Therefore the ratio of the rates of formation of Na; and Na; ions is
The latter equation connects the atom-molecule AI cross section and the corresponding atom-
atom AI cross section,
N No; lJ i\A "Noa MA = a AA -.------,
N + V~I.A"NNa2 02
since the ratio of the ion signals is measured, and the other parameters (particle densities and
relative velocities) are known. Furthermore, we have assumed that the detection efficiency is
the same for both the dimer and the trimer ions. We find for the cross sections for AI in
collisions ofNa2(X1I; ,v"=O) molecules with Na(4<h!2) and Na(4d512) states
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0"MA (4d312) = 7.20" AA (4d3/ l) and 0"MA (4d~/ l) = 5.90" AA (4d~/ l)·
We have also applied vibrational excitation to the Nas molecules. No noticeable change in the
efficiency of trimer ion formation was observed when the molecules were vibrationally
excited.
3.2 Naz(v") + Na(5s) collisions
Formation of Na +, Na}, and Na] ions was also observed in collisions of Na, with
Na(5sJ/z). The Na I ions are formed in a Penning process or by a photoionization, in analogy
to the processes (10) and (II) [7,18]. The atom-atom AI process (6), involving atoms in their
55 and 35 states, is endothermic by 42 meV, which exceeds the mean atom-atom collision
energy in our experiment (1.4 meV) by a factor of 30 and thus does not contribute to' the
formation of Na; ions.
The dependence of the Na; signal was nearly quadratic with respect to the power of
laser 1 (3s~3p excitation, see Fig. 2c), but linear with respect to the power of laser 2 (3p~5s
excitation, see Fig. 2d). This suggests that the Na , ions are formed in the AI process (8).
Quadratic dependence on the power of laser I is expected for process (8) since laser I is not
only involved in the population of the 3p level, but also in the population of the 5s level. The
determination of the cross section of the atom-molecule AI process (3) yielding Na ~ ions in
collisions of Naz(XI.E; ,v') and Na(5s), following the procedure discussed in Section 3. I, is
not possible since the absolute concentration of atoms in the 3p state is not known. Within the
given signal-to-noise ratio no variation of the Na; signal was observed when the Naz
molecules where excited to vibrational levels v" > 0 using the Fep method.
3.3 Na2(V") + Na(3d) collisions
Only Na + and Na ; ions were observed when the atoms were excited to the 3d5/Z level
but the Na, molecules remained in their vibrational ground state. The formation of atomic
ions are due to Penning and photoionization processes [18,19]:
Na(3p,3d) + Na(3d) ~ Na + + Na + e,
Na(3d) + hv ~ Na ' + e.
The Na; ions are formed in the AI process (9).
( 12)
(13)
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Ions from the atom-molecule Al reaction,
(14)
were observed only with vibrationally excited Na2 molecules The variation of the Na; signal
with vibrational excitation, while the density of Na(3dsI2) atoms was kept constant, is given in
Fig. 5. Franck-Condon pumping establishes a vibrational distribution fAv"), which depends
on the level v' excited in the AlI,: electronic state (see also Fig. 3). From I,.(v") a mean
value (v") v' of vibrational excitation can be determined. The ion yield increases smoothly
with (v"),,., with a marked increase of the slope found for (v"),,> 15.
The rate of trimer ion formation is determined by a convolution of the v" dependent
cross section a(v") for the process (14) with the population distribution .(.(v,,) of theNa ,
molecules:
j.;~~-;(v') == KLa( v"l/" (v''),
3 v"
(15)
where K is a constant factor relating the cross section to the signal. The distribution function
I,.(v") is normalised such that II,.(v'') == 1. The population of the optically pumped level of
v"
the molecules was always fully depleted during their interaction time with the pump laser,
therefore the factor K does not depend on v' or v".
The attempts to model the vibrational dependence of the atom-molecule Al cross
section in (15) using a step function
fail to reproduce the observed trimer IOn signal v'-dependence. The experimental v'-
dependence suggests a smooth increase of the cross section with v", the slope of which
increases for high v". The v"-dependence of the trimer ion signals NSTIRAP was also
, NI3 '
measured using the STIRAP technique for selective excitation of the levels v" = 7, 10 and II
(see Fig. 6). From the data of Fig. 4 we find
j.;S'IIRAI' (v'') == KU(V")N.; ,
with
(") { 0,KU V ==
- 160 + 34.5v",
-: < 5;
v" ~ 5.
( 16)
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The use of eq. (16), with the parameters determined from the STIRAP data, in eq. (15) nicely
reproduces the results obtained by the FCP method up to v' = 11 or (VW) v' = 15 (see the solid
line of Fig.5). The distribution function fv'(vw) is negligibly small for v" > 25 and v':-s; 11.
Therefore we assume eq. (16) to be valid for v":« 25. For levels 12 :-s;v' :-s;14 significant
population is established in vibrational levels in the range 26 < v" < 29. Judging from the
deviation of the observed ion signal from the solid line [which is based on eqs (15) and (16)]
for v' > I I, we conclude that the cross sections lor trimer ion formation increases strongly lor
v" 226.
4 Discussion
This work deals with the dependence of the atom-molecule associative ionisation
process yielding Na ] ions in Na· + Na2( Xl 17; .v ") collisions on the initial vibrational
excitation of the molecules while the atoms are excited to the 3d, 5s or 4d levels. The cross
sections for the AI process involving Na(4d) atoms could also be determined by comparison
with previously measured cross sections for atom-atom associative ionisation [6] in collisions
of Na (4d) and Na (3s) atoms, yielding Na ] ions. The cross sections for atom-molecule AI
was found to be 7.2 and 5.9 times larger, for atoms in the 4d312 and 4ds12 level, respectively, as
compared to the atom-atom AI process. The cross sect ion for the N a(4ds/2) + Na2( X IE.~ ,v')
is by about a factor of three larger than the one reported in [3]. In the case of the 5s state
determination of the atom-molecule Al cross section was not possible because the main
contribution to the Na ; signal is due to the Na(3p) + Na(Ss) collisions, and not due to the
Na(3s) + Na(5s), as it was supposed in [3].
The atom-molecule AI process with the atoms excited to the 5s or 4d level proceeds
efficiently with molecules in their vibrational ground states, v" = O. Considering the fact that
only 9 % of the molecules are excited to higher lying vibrational levels when either the
Franck-Condon-pumping technique or the STIRAP method is used, and for the given signal-
to-noise ratio, we conclude that the cross section for the atom-molecule AI process varies by
less than a factor of two in the range 0 S v":-s; 29.
The formation of Na , ions in the atom-molecule AI process with atoms in the 3ds/2
level, process (14), was not observed for molecules in their vibrational ground state. In fact,
the process is exothermic by only 13 meV (see Fig. 7) [20]. Additional energy seems to be
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needed to form Na] ions. Based on the vibrationally selective data, obtained by the STlRAP
technique, the data obtained by the FCP method were nicely reproduced (see Fig. 5). From
that result we conclude that trimer ion formation requires vibrational excitation to levels v" 2
5. The cross section varies approximately linearly with v" in the range 5 :S v" :S 25. The
increasing density of states of the Na; ion with increasing energy may cause this vibrational
level dependence. For v" :2 26 the cross section rises much faster with v" than for v" :S 25.
Thus, the character of the vibrational level dependence changes at a total (electronic and
vibrational) energy of 4.078 :S &01. :S 4.122 eV. It is interesting to note that a similar
vibrational level dependence of the atom-molecule Al was observed in the process Na(3pV2) +
Na2(AlI,: .v') ~ Na; + e, the character of which changed also at a total energy (electronic
and vibrational) of 4.087 :S Ei« :S 4.127 eV [5]. We tentatively attribute these observations to
the opening of a new electronic channel at the product side. In fact, a theoretical study [21]
suggests that the excited 3I: state of Naj , with the nuclei in linear configuration, lies
approximately 0.66 eV above the bend electronic ground state at total energies of 4.28 eV.
More detailed information about the potential energy surfaces, and possibly new experiments
which also determine the energy of the free electron after the AI process, are needed before
final conclusions can be drawn.
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Figure captions
Fig. 1. Schematic arrangement of particle and laser beams. Excitation lasers 1 and 2 excite
atoms in the reaction region. Only the pump laser is used for vibrational excitation via
Franck-Condon pumping (FCP). Both, the pump and the Stokes lasers are needed when the
STlRAP method is implemented. The probe laser detects vibrational excitation of Na2
molecules.
Fig. 2. Power dependence of the ion formation. Laser beams are focused to 0 ~ 2mm.
Saturation is indicated in (a) and (b) for the ion signals due to processes Na(3s) + Na(4d) ~
Na , + e and Na2(X1..[+) + Na(4d) ---+ Na] + e. Dependence of the Na, ion signal due to
g •
process Na(3p) + Na(5s) ---+ Na , + e on the power of laser I is nearly quadratic (c), but linear
on the power of laser 2 (d).
Fig. 3. Population distribution iv'(v") established by Franck-Condon pumping for various v'.
Fig. 4. Time-of-flight mass spectrum obtained when Na atoms are excited to the 4d5/2 stale.
Fig. 5. Vibrational dependence of the rate of trimer ion formation by the process (14) using
the Franck-Condon pumping method. The lower horizontal scale gives the vibrational level v',
which is excited in the A 1..[: state. Fluorescence from this level establishes a population
distribution Iv' (v") over vibrational levels in the electronic ground state. The corresponding
mean vibrational excitation (v'l. is given above the upper horizontal scale of the frame. The
open circles give the experimental data. The solid line gives the expected vibrational level
dependence, based on eq. (15) and using the parameters obtained from the STlRAP data,
shown in FigA [see also eq. (16)]. Good agreement is found up to levels v' = 11. For v' = 14, a
fraction of 36% of the molecules in the initial state (v" = 0, J" = 9) is transferred to levels in
the range 27 :s;v":S;29.
Fig. 6. Vibrational dependence of the Na] ion signal due to Na2(XII; ,~') + Na(3d5i2)
collisions. The level v" is selectively populated by the STRAP method. Open circles are the
experimental points, normalised to 100010 population transfer efficiency. The solid line is a
linear least squares fit to the experimental data.
Fig. 7. Energy diagram for Na2 + Na system. Zero energy is chosen at the Na(3s) +
Na2(XII; ) dissociation limit of the ground state Na3 molecule. The dissociation energy and
ionisation potential of Na, are taken according to [20]. The levels v" and v' correspond to the
vibrational excitation energies in XII; and Air: states. The Na(3p312) + Na2(A1r: ,v')
collision system with 11 ::; v'< 14 has the same energy as Na(3d512) + Na2(X1I; .v") with 26
~v" $; 29. Other relevant energies are given as well. The energy of the Na; 3Iu' stale is not
well known. The shaded area indicates the range of this energy, predicted by different studies.
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